Maggie Saponaro
Director, Collection Development Strategies

Subject Specialist Librarians 20%

Kapil Vasudev
Collection Development Strategies Librarian

Leigh Ann DePope
Head, Acquisitions, Continuing Resources & Data Services

= Organizational Details shown on other charts
Leigh Ann DePope
Head, Acquisitions, Continuing Resources & Data Services

Alex Dodd
Continuing Resources Librarian

Scott Leffler
Coordinator, Ordering & Searching

Emily Frazier
Collections Data Assessment Coordinator

Anh M Hoang
Accounting Associate

Corrie Delluomo
Accounting Associate

Nancy Caldwell
Library Services Supervisor

Kebe Tesfaye
Library Services Supervisor

Lawrence Kulp
Library Services Specialist

Federick Meekins
Library Services Specialist

Vacant
Library Services Supervisor

Vacant
Library Services Technician
Hilary Thompson
Director, User Services & Resource Sharing

James Spring
Manager, Library Services Unit

Brandon Magby
Evening Supervisor

Vacant
Evening Library Services & Logistics Supervisor

Joanna Wiley
Lead Student Supervisor

George Ramsey
Library Services Specialist

Jasmine Johnson
Opening, Weekend & Billing Supervisor

Cynthia Harris
Weekend Specialist

Yousuf Jaleel
Weekend Specialist

Zoe Singleton
Streaming Media Specialist

Bryne Norton
Head, Resource Sharing & Reserves

Lorraine Woods
Resource Sharing Coordinator

Lucille Kline
Resource Sharing Specialist, Lending

Taylor Vaughan
Resource Sharing Specialist, Document Delivery

Ashley Haddix Chen
Resource Sharing Specialist, Borrowing

Jennifer Cotton
Course Reserves Coordinator

Chris Winters
Course Reserves Specialist, Hard Copy and Billing

Douvonte Farmer
Course Reserves Specialist, Electronic

Ali House
Course Reserves Specialist, Textbooks

Anna Nabity
Manager, Collection Maintenance & Retrieval

Adriana Hawkins
Collection Maintenance & Retrieval Specialist

Leah Haworth
Collection Maintenance & Retrieval Specialist

Amy Kim
Logistics & Periodicals/Collection Maintenance & Retrieval Student Supervisor

Kathryn Pickard
Collection Maintenance & Retrieval Technician

George Ramsey
Library Services Specialist

Hannah Parker
Severn Processing Technician

Jerome Weiland Jr
Collection Maintenance & Retrieval Specialist

Arthur Natishan
Severn Daily Operations Supervisor